
HIGH SCHOOLS PROBLEMS IN WHALE TALK

The central problem of the book is the closed-mindedness and discrimination faced by those who are "different" at
Cutter High School. Tao Jones, the central.

Back with the swimming, all of the team letters except for TJ who intentionally throws his last race at State to
prove a point. It is time to tell my story. Because of Chris, TJ launches into this plan of forcing Cutters
brightest and best to watch Cutters 'gutter kids' walking around in those prized jackets. Rich is imprisoned and,
at John Paul's funeral, Barbour apologizes to T. He attends Cutter High School where the jocks rule the
school. See more Average rating:2out of5stars, based onreviews When I first saw the c In fact he is one of the
authors listed that have been frequently challenged according to ALA. I couldn't decide what the major theme
was because there were so many from which to choose. Some even join Hoopfest with TJ. She, being one of
very, very few mixed race or people of color in the area, relates to T. He feels like this is the best way to make
his father proud. I had 2 favorite characters in the book. Overall, really thought this book was great.
Throughout the book, T. TJ's Dad was amazing and wonderful and everything I would want in a father. See
more. Well, he could have had a jacket long ago. It seemed like the whole store came full circle. When T. It
was also removed from suggested reading list for a pilot English-literature curriculum by the superintendent of
the SC Board of Education. Melinda uses different outlets to release her emotion. IN school, he refuses to buy
into the bullshit of the athletic department. Adopted, biracial high-school senior The Tao Jones his birth
mother named him after a philosophy and prefers to be just called T. His favorite teacher, Mr. Sometimes it's
easy in these books or in any book really, to get so carried away that you take it just that one or two steps too
far. Characters[ edit ] The Tao "T. Review: All of Chris Crutcher books, at least the ones I have read so far,
have a sports foundation that also incorporates important issues. She, of course, has T. So thank you to
whoever recommended it originally it was anonymous , and thank you to Isa who read it first and made me
think I'd like it. Simet makes an unconventional offer: Be the anchor of the swim team and pick your
teammates. He is your model student who effortlessly glides through school with decent grades and for the
most part active in the social scene. That is until he walks through the hall and sees one of the football players
with the worst attitude jacking up a mentally challenged student for daring to wear his dead brother's letterman
jacket to school. Bibliotherapeutic Usefulness: Speak can help any teen that has been in a traumatizing
experience. This is when the unthinkable happens. Then one day his favorite teacher approaches him about
starting a swim team, which in the beginning TJ isn't so sure about. I want a dad that looks like a biker but has
a heart that tender. Chris, whom I touched on a bit, but I'll elaborate; Chris was mentally challenged, and as
such, was bullied horrendously not only by students but even by teachers. I only read a few books by the
author including Deadline which was on the Abraham Lincoln list in Illinois. The team forms a bond that no
one can take from them. I mean, they're so much fun and they feel so go Wonderful! Along the way they make
a team, bond with eachother, and battle racism and football players.


